Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 3: Mini Gardens
Imagine getting rid of all hospitals and replacing them with massive healing rooms.
The work would be a great project—to build a room that would have glory levels
that would cure any who would walk into that way. Can healing rooms come with
a potent level of glory, where they would cure a person of cancer or heart failure or
of missing body parts?
Healing comes from Yahweh, in various forms—not just with a miraculous touch,
but God gives doctors medicine to hold healing, to cure. We will not make it look
as if only instant healing is truly faith. You have to truly see that healing—all
forms—truly will be given in the Great King.
There can also be healing that would look as if it comes from Yahweh. Satan can
give counterfeit healings, with a demon, to make that person think they are well.
With witch doctors, demons will have a leading way to give a false healing, to
make that witch look as if they have the power to heal. Even a cut that has to heal
will have to be fully healed with the will in King Jesus. God the Great King Jesus
spoke all healing into existence when He created laws that govern the natural
human way.
Healing can truly bring a very strong-willed person to their very knees when they
need a true meeting with Yahweh. What has to be done to get a powerful nation to
look at God and bend its knee to give God Almighty the full way to govern?
Yahweh truly gives the man, woman, boy, and girl a way to lead different dealings,
to bring Kingdom influence with any natural plan and certain power ways.
How can God have healing rooms? Will God’s plan be implemented without a plan
of conflict? What will church ways have in this way that will bring in major
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harvests? A church way will want to house the power of God in their own way,
hoping that their way would be given power ways just by association. But God will
not give major surgings to any other just based on their way of being in a
structured religion-based setting.
Organized religion will not govern the power surging. God’s power cannot be
governed by any human or by details of development set in place with human
authority. What can truly have God’s power and allow that power to go forward in
its fullest strength? Yahweh will not give a governing of the surging into a local
church way based on the level of surging that has to be maintained.
Power in the Great Way will not ever be given out to humans over weekend circus
dealings, nor will God’s power give a false plan that will be a faith healing
movement that will give some doubt of true healing. God can heal in stages
without being fake, but He also can heal with a full healing that can change a given
way in any. Healing can be in a planned way, and healing can be spoken. Healing
will not look the same way with the healing rooms in place. You have to look at
the way that the Church way walks in. Millions make it based on reading a good
healing plan. There will be great income that will be in decreased ways when God
places up any healing room.
How come others will not make a way to build up healing rooms? Will faith be in a
needed way to get this way moved on? What kind of faith will be needed? It will
not matter, for Yahweh will not need the faith that is based on human drinking.
God will place healing ways based on having a plan that will be given, to have a
way to infiltrate with a Kingdom purpose. When He placed a tabernacle, there was
His will to give a way to have a meeting plan with His creation. Then God came, in
human flesh, to make a way to build a bridge that would reconcile man back to the
Creator. That plan will still be a full will, as there is only one way to be in the
Kingdom.
You have to live in God’s Kingdom at the will that God gives. Take a look at the
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Garden of Eden: They walked with God and were in such unity that they did not
fear a separated way. When they sinned, the Creator gave a plan based on a will to
reconcile them back to His way, referring to all of mankind. Could God’s moving
in the Garden of Eden still be a way that is still leading? Little Gardens of Eden
throughout the whole world.
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